Metro E Service

Cost-effectively increase your network’s capabilities.
Is your business searching for a way to reduce data latency, expand your
network and improve communication efficiencies? Your business needs a
flexible, reliable solution that’s optimized for superior performance – without
having to purchase costly equipment or increasing IT management costs.
Additionally, today’s data-centric business applications require customized, scalable network
solutions. It’s more than developing a solution for today’s data and communication needs.
It’s planning for tomorrow’s growth, as well.

Metro E lets you prepare for your company’s future – easily.
Wolfe’s Metro E service allows you to connect multiple locations using a familiar copper and fiber
network. Video, VoIP and data is transmitted significantly faster. Your team can communicate
more efficiently. And you’ll be able to seamlessly connect all of your locations, safely and reliably.
Metro E is available in point-to-multipoint configurations, with five CoS available. With speeds
from 10 Mb/s to 10 Gb/s, you can choose the exact amount of bandwidth you need. If your needs
change, the technology scales with it – giving your business the flexibility it needs for continued
growth. Additionally, you can often use your existing routers to significantly reduce cost.
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Wolfe’s Metro E network solution provides your business security, speed and
scalability – for a price that’s much less than you’d expect.
Call Wolfe today at 1-800-WOLFENET or visit www.wolfe.net.

See reverse side for more info >

Metro E Service

• Easily connect your locations with a customized network configuration.
Do different locations require a slightly different configuration? No problem. Wolfe can
customize service to each location independently.

• Increased network flexibility.
Need more bandwidth? Metro E speed scales from 10 Mb/s to 10 Gb/s quickly and easily.

• Save money without sacrificing quality.
Metro E provides your business a simplified networking solution that builds upon your
existing network. This can often be accomplished without needing to purchase
additional hardware.

• Boost your team’s productivity.
Send files between your offices without experiencing any latency. Bandwidth speed and
traffic is customized to your business’ needs.

Plus, Wolfe’s Metro E solution is competitively priced
30-50% less than competitors.
Wolfe specializes in helping businesses connect and move their data around easier, faster
and safer. Our network is native IPv6 capable and our network technology is powered by
Cisco – so you have the peace of mind knowing that your network solution will be safe,
scalable and reliable. Plus, our obsessive attention to customer service 24/7 will exceed your
expectations – every time.

Let our experienced team develop a customized network solution for your
business – at no extra charge to you.

Call Wolfe today at 1-800-WOLFENET or visit www.wolfe.net.

